SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

TITLE SPONSOR: $10,000
- Exclusive Title Sponsorship mention on invitation and live from the stage
- Eight (8) tickets to The Great Gatsby Gala
- Level-commensurate logo placement on event collateral (promotional and at event)
- Donor Tree commensurate recognition
- Logo recognition on 4th of July banner in parade
- One hyperlinked mention in a Gala promoting email reaching over 11,000 subscribers
- One exclusive social media thank you reaching over 6,000 followers
- Recognition on digital screens in the library in conjunction with Gala promotion

SERIES SPONSOR: $5,000
- Six (6) tickets to The Great Gatsby Gala
- Level-commensurate logo placement on event collateral (promotional and at event)
- Donor Tree commensurate recognition
- One mention in a Gala promoting email reaching over 11,000 subscribers
- One social media thank you reaching over 6,000 followers
- Recognition on digital screens in the library

CHAPTER SPONSOR: $2020
- Four (4) tickets to The Great Gatsby Gala
- Level-commensurate logo placement on event collateral (promotional and at event)
- Donor Tree commensurate recognition
- One mention in a Gala promoting email reaching over 11,000 subscribers
- One social media thank you reaching over 6,000 followers
- Recognition on digital screens in the library

PAGE SPONSOR: $1,000
- Two (2) tickets to The Great Gatsby Gala
- Level-commensurate logo placement on event collateral (promotional and at event)
- One mention in a Gala promoting email reaching over 11,000 subscribers
- One social media thank you reaching over 6,000 followers
- Recognition on digital screens in the library

IN-KIND AND UNDERWRITING OPPORTUNITIES:
- Food, Bar, Printing, Marketing, Entertainment, Raffle and Live Auction
- Donors and underwriters will receive benefits commensurate with sponsorship value